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Abstract

Deterministic equations are derived describing the evolution of gene

frequencies for two and three loci with binary alleles� Even ONEMAX

function leads to nonlinear di�erence equations� An exact expression for

the realized heritability is derived� It is shown with simple �tness functions

that recombination may fail to lead the population to the optimum� The

challenge of population genetics and genetic algorithm research remains to

�nd approximate solutions to the exact equations� Our approximation for

the ONEMAX function� based on the assumption of binomial distributed

�tness values� reasonably predicts the evolution of the average �tness�

� Introduction

A new approach to a predictive theory of genetic algorithms based on population
genetics was introduced in �MSV���� �MSV���� �AM���� A key concept of this
approach is the equation for the response to selection introduced by breeders� In
�MSV��� an approximate solution of the response to selection equation has been
computed for the ONEMAX function with recombination and proportionate or
truncation selection� The agreement of the theoretical results with simulation
results was promising�

In this paper we investigate the exact equations describing the dynamic be	
havior of genetic populations� We restrict our analysis to two and three loci� The
exact equation for the response to selection is derived� It turns out� that the
exact equations seem to be analytically intractable� even for the ONEMAX func	
tion of two loci� This result� at 
rst sight surprising� is well known in population
genetics �Nag����
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Population genetics distinguishes between three levels of description of the
evolution of a population� whether natural or arti
cial �Nag���� The speci
cation
of the variables of interest as functions of generations or time� is a complete solu�

tion� A complete solution describes the dynamic behavior of a genetic algorithm�
It can be used to determine the speed of convergence for the genetic algorithm�
Unfortunately a complete solution has only been obtained for a few cases� How	
ever� one can often determine the fate of the population for all initial conditions�
This description is called a complete or global analysis� A global analysis can be
used to decide whether a genetic algorithm will converge to the global optimum�
If a complete analysis cannot be carried out� one may still obtain some informa	
tion of evolutionary interest by locating all the equilibria of the dynamic system�
Then the behavior of the system in the neighborhood of these stationary states
can be investigated� This analysis is called a local analysis� A local analysis is of
limited value for genetic algorithm research� Global and local analyze for some
two loci systems were done in �JV����

Unfortunately� many investigations of classical population genetic models are
mathematically opaque� In order to facilitate the analysis additional assumptions
are often introduced during proofs� Today the emphasis in population genetics
is to reinvestigate some of the classical models� A recent survey of population
genetics was done by Naglyaki �Nag���� He writes in section ����� �Since a basic
rigorous theory of evolutionary time scales is just being developed� we restrict
ourselves to the short	term e�ect of selection�� A new theory of selection is pre	
sented in �TB���� There� the equation for the response to selection is investigated
for an additive polygenetic trait�

In this paper the long	term e�ects of selection and recombination are analyzed
for binary alleles� The investigation is restricted to proportionate selection�

� The response to selection for two loci

For two loci there are four possible genotypes� �� ��� �� ��� �� ��� �� ��� indexed
by i � �� �� �� ��� We denote their 
tness values m��m��m��m��� Let qit� be the
frequency of genotype i at generation t� We assume an in
nite population and we
use Mendelian recombination� also called uniform crossover in genetic algorithms
literature �Sys���� For proportionate selection the exact equations describing the
evolution of the frequencies qi can easily be derived� The equations are well
known for diploid chromosomes in population genetics �CK���� Therefore we just
state the equations

qit� �� �
mi

�ft�
qit� � �i

Dt�

� �f t��
i � �� �� �� � ��

where � is ��� �� ����� and where �f t� �
P

�

i��
miqit� is the average 
tness of

the population� Dt� de
nes the deviation from linkage equilibrium
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Dt� � m�m�q�t�q�t��m�m�q�t�q�t� ��

From equation �� one obtains the exact equation for the response

Rt� � �ft� ��� �f t� �
V t�
�ft�

� m� �m� �m� �m��
Dt�

� �ft��
��

where V t� �
P
qit�mi�

�ft��� denotes the phenotypic variance of the popula	
tion� For proportionate selection the selection di�erential St� and the variance
are related through the following equality �MSV����

St� �
V t�
�ft�

��

Combining the above equations we obtain the exact equation for the response
to selection Rt� � bt�St� where

bt� � � � m� �m� �m� �m��
Dt�

� �f t�V t�
��

bt� is called the realized heritability in population genetics� In order to predict
Rt� for a number of generations� bt� and St� have to be estimated� In general�
bt� depends on the gene frequencies of the population� For 
tness functions with
m� �m� � m� �m�� one obtains bt� � �� Several methods for estimating bt�
are discussed elsewhere �MSV���� In this paper we concentrate on estimating
St�� First we consider the ONEMAX function�

� The ONEMAX function

The function value of ONEMAX is just the sum of the occurrences of allele ��
For ONEMAX an approximate solution of the response to selection has been
computed for an arbitrary number of loci n in �MSV���� The solution is given
in terms of pt�� the probability of allele �� The equation was solved under the
assumption that the variance of the 
tness is binomial distributed �MSV����

V t� � n pt� � � pt�� ��

where n is the number of loci� We denote the solution obtained with this assump	
tion as pbint�� From �fbint� � n � pbint� and from Rt� � V t�� �ft� one obtains
Rbint� � �� pbint�� This gives the recurrence equation

pbint� �� � pbint� �
�

n
� � pbint�� ��
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This recurrence equation has the solution

pbint� � �� � �
�

n
�t� � p��� ��

For the average 
tness �ft� the agreement with simulation results is promising
�MSV����

We will now compare the approximate equations with the exact equations for
two loci� The 
tness values for ONEMAX are given by �� �� �� ��� From �� we
obtain

�ft� �� � q�t� �� � q�t� �� � �q�t� ��

�
q�t� � q�t� � �q�t�

�ft�

� � �
�q�t�
�f t�

� ��

By de
nition �f t� � �pt�� Therefore

Rt� � �� pt� �
B�t�

pt�
���

where B�t� denotes how far q�t� deviates from the frequency given by the bi	
nomial distribution�

B�t� � q�t�� p�t� ���

The di�erence equation for pt� can be written as

pt� �� � pt� �
�

�
�� pt�� �

B�t�

�pt�
���

The approximate equation �� is obtained if B�t� � �� Simulations show that
this assumption is not ful
lled� How large B�t� is� cannot be estimated from the
di�erence equations� We have not yet succeeded to analytically solve the exact
di�erence equations�

Table � shows some numerical results� The approximate analysis gives quite
di�erent results for the second and third generation� But after �� generations the
results are almost equal� In fact� we have pt� �� � pbint��

We now turn to a global analysis for certain nonlinear 
tness functions�

� Equilibrium analysis for nonlinear �tness func�

tions

In this section we analyze the equilibria for two classes of nonlinear 
tness func	
tions� The 
rst function has two optima and is de
ned by

c �m�m�m� c �m� c � �
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Table �� Results for the equations ������

The equilibria can be obtained from

qit� �� � qit� i � �� �� �� � ���

We assume that the initial gene frequencies ful
ll q��� � q���� Then we
have for all t q�t� � q�t�� After simple but tedious manipulations one obtains

q�
�
�

� � �c�
q
��� c�� � �c

��� � c�
���

There exists a unique equilibrium given by

E� � ���� q�
�
� q�

�
� q�

�
� ���� q�

�
�

It is interesting to note that even for the case c � � there is a stable poly	
morphism� The genetic algorithm does not converge to the global optima� but to
a distribution containing all genotypes� The equilibrium is given by

E� � ������ ������ ������ �������

For the case c � � one obtains

E� � ������ ������ ������ �������

The above result shows how di�cult it is to predict the evolution of genetic
populations� For nonlinear 
tness functions recombination can be antagonistic
to selection and can create genotypes of very low 
tness�

Next we give an example where the genetic algorithm with proportionate
selection does not converge to the global optimum� but only to a local optimum�
We consider the following nonlinear 
tness function

�



�� c� �� �� �� ���

Using MathematicaTM� the following three equilibrium points were obtained

�� �� �� �� � �� �� �� �� �

�
� � � c�

� � � c��
�
�� c� � c�

� � � c��
�
�� c� � c�

� � � c��
�
� � � � c � � c��

� � � c��

�

Depending on the initial gene distribution� the population will converge to one
of the equilibrium points� We numerically investigated the special case c � �����
For p�� � ���� the population converges to the genotype ��� see Table ��� For
p�� � ���� the population converges to the global optimum ��� see Table ���
Note how sharply the realized heritability drops after the 
rst generation� The
third equilibrium is isolated� If the initial population is already in this state� it
remains there� Points in the neighborhood of the equilibriumwill converge either
to the 
rst or the second equilibrium� The convergence is extremely slow�
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Table �� Results for function ��� for c � ���� and p� � �����

� The exact equations for three loci

In principle it is possible to write down the exact equations for proportionate
selection and recombination for any arbitrary number of loci� But in our opinion
these equations are of limited use� First� the number of genotypes increases
exponentially in the number of loci� For �� loci there are ��� di�erent genotypes�
Second� the two loci case has not yet been solved� Even good approximations
have not been obtained�
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Table �� Results for function ��� for c � ���� and p� � �����

The general recombination equation for an arbitrary number of loci can be
generated from a program written by Martin Baatz personal communication��
Just to give a feeling for how complex the equations become� here is the exact
equation for n � � loci�

Rt� � bt�St� ���

bt� � � � �m� �m� �m� �m�� m�m� q� q� �m�m� q� q��

� m� �m� �m� �m�� m�m� q� q� �m�m� q� q��

� m� �m� �m� �m�� m�m� q� q� �m�m� q� q��

� m� �m� �m� �m	� m�m� q� q� �m�m	 q� q	�

� m� �m� �m� �m	� m�m� q� q� �m�m	 q� q	�

� m� �m� �m� �m	� m�m� q� q� �m�m	 q� q	���� �f V �

� �
�X
i��

mim	�i qi q	�i 
	X

k��

mk � � mi �m	�i����� �f V � ���

For 
tness functions contained in the class of uni�cation functions� the number
of equations may be reduced to the number of loci� if the initial gene distribution
is chosen appropriately� Uni
cation means that the 
tness values depend only
on the number of occurrences of allele � in the genotype� For this class of 
tness
functions� one may assume that the gene frequencies for genotypes with the same
number of occurrences of allele � are equal�

�



For the class of uni
cation functions� equation ��� reduces to�

bt� � � �
�a� � a� � � a��

� �fV

����� a� r� a� r�
a� r� a� r�

������ �a� � a� � � a��

� �fV

����� a� r� a� r�
a� r� a� r�

�����
�
�a� � a� � a� � a��

� �fV

����� a� r� a� r�
a� r� a� r�

����� ���

where
m� � a� q� � r�
m� � m� � m� � a� q� � q� � q� � r�
m� � m� � m� � a� q� � q� � q� � r�
m	 � a� q	 � r�

We can easily see that bt� � � if a� � a� � � a� and a� � a� � � a�� This
assumption is ful
lled for ONEMAX� but also for a� � � � c� a� � � � �c���
a� � � � c�� and a� � � for � � c � ��� The heritability of the latter function
is �� but the convergence can be very slow because of a small variance� Our
simulations showed that the population always converges to the global optimum�

The sometimes antagonistic interaction between recombination and selection
shows clearly up for three loci� We take as an example a well known deceptive
problem� de
ned by the 
tness function

�� c� �� �c� � � �c� �� � � �c� �� �� �� � � c � ��� ���

The genotypes are ordered according to ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� �����
The above function belongs to the class of uni
cation functions� Let rit� de	
note the frequency of genotypes containing i ��s in generation t� Iterating the
exact di�erence equations produces the numerical results of Table ��

Note that even for p� � ��� the population converges to the local optimum�
The convergence is very slow because the realized heritability is low�

� Conclusion

Deterministic equations were analyzed that describe the dynamics of a genetic
population under proportionate selection and recombination� The equations de	
scribe the change of the gene frequencies after selection and mating� The exact
di�erence equations for two loci could not be solved� even in the case of the
ONEMAX 
tness function� We have numerically shown that our approximate
solution is very accurate for long term prediction of the average 
tness� Some
preliminary results have been presented for three loci�

We have serious doubts that the exact equations can be solved analytically�
even for a small number of loci� Progress can only be expected if statistical

�The expression within the vertical bars denote the determinant�
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Table �� Results for function ��� for c � ���� and p� � ���

assumptions concerning the distribution of the variance can be made� Steps
in this direction have been made for discrete 
tness functions �AM��� and for
continuous 
tness functions �TB���� For continuous functions� variance estimates
can be obtained more easily� Here progress seems to be more likely� In fact� the
new recombination operators of the Breeder Genetic Algorithm for continuous
function optimization have been analyzed according to their variance reduction�

Now time has come for a closer cooperation between population	genetics re	
search and genetic	algorithm research� The challenge is to 
nd approximative
solutions of the exact equations which reasonably predict the evolution of the
average 
tness� Genetic algorithm can supply all the data population genetics
dreamed o�� The theory presented here was successfully used for calibrating the
implementation of our breeder genetic algorithm� Furthermore� the theory has
been used to design new recombination operators and to get rid o� a number of
parameters controlling the algorithm�
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